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one of the best things about english vinglish is that it reminds us that there is always something to be learned. if shashi is a guide, it is not just a one-way journey. she is a teacher of the second kind. someone who has taught herself. that her children know she can cook is more
important than her cooking. that she can teach is more important than her teaching. that she can live the life she wants to live is more important than her living it. that she can be a success outside her home is more important than the success she brings to her home. that she can be a
teacher is more important than her students. and that is the first lesson. the lesson i learnt watching this film. english vinglish is a beautiful movie, but its not the sort of thing that lingers in your memory, the way manon des sources did for me, the way my name is khan did for me, the
way the gucci ads for the italian job did for me. its a movie that lingers in your mind but it doesnt make you feel like you can never forget about the kind of beauty that we see in the pictures. english vinglish is one of the most beautiful films of the year. it has a style that is very modern
and very indian, a style that only sridevi can pull off. she has never looked this beautiful and natural, and her performance is wonderful. in her long career, she has made no more than a dozen films, but there is a clarity in her performances that does not require a lot of explanation. she

shows us the tone in her voice, the feeling behind her eyes. she captures the lovable imperfection of a human being, but it is a lovable imperfection that makes the emotional content of the story more poignant.
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i guess the film isnt about english, but i know what it is about: shashis internal struggle, her ability to accept her mother as she is, and her parents inability to accept her (and its shown in a simple conversation between her and her mother where the elder daughter says something to
her mother and the mother looks at her in a slightly stunned way. that was just the most powerful scene in the whole film). i wouldnt say this is a film about english, but i would say that the characters of shashi and her mother are english. shashi learns to love the girl she is, and to be
her own person. and it is a very indian message, that one shouldnt try to be somebody else, that you can only be yourself, that what youre really good at is who you are. and its a very indian message that somebody else shouldnt be looked down upon, because theyre as good as you

are. i got the impression that a good chunk of the film was shot with a handheld camera, and that one of the reasons it looked so authentic was because it was shot that way. the dialogue was paced to match the movements of the character. the camerawork made it feel like the
character was not like the director and the camera operator, but just simply interacting with each other. that was the case with some of the scenes in english vinglish. the dialogue was so natural that it was easy to forget that this was a film. when sridevi first appears, wearing a full

length floral dress, her hair in a ponytail, it is easy to forget that it is a film. in fact, if it were any other woman of colour, i wouldnt have known that it was a film at all. 5ec8ef588b
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